Traveling into Alaska? Follow these steps. Quarantine for 14 days, or:

1. Take test within 72 hours of departure → Travel → Declaration form → Minimize interactions / monitor → Second negative test (7-14 days) → No state restrictions

2. Take test within 72 hours of departure → Results still pending → Travel → Declaration form → Quarantine until results are back (and send in) → NEG → Minimize interactions / monitor → Second negative test (7-14 days) → No state restrictions

3. Take test within 5 days of departure → Travel → Declaration form → Test at the airport → Minimize interactions / monitor → Second negative test (7-14 days) → No state restrictions

4. No test before travel → Travel → Declaration form → Test at the airport → Quarantine until results are back (and send in) → Minimize interactions / monitor → Second negative test (7-14 days) → No state restrictions

5. No test → Travel → Go directly to quarantine location for 14 days. May only leave for medical emergencies → No state restrictions

6. Previously positive but recovered (at least 3 weeks prior) → Travel → Declaration form/test results/recovery note → No state restrictions

Positive at any time → STOP → Isolate / public health

Symptoms at any time → STOP → Get tested